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Glorify The Son as you will be witnessing Him.

AUTHORITY

Heed the message of I AM. For The Son is both God in you and the
Center of Light for this planet.

(THE MASTER'S PAPERS Number 110)

I have given you My authority that you might use it.
You have been entrusted with My Father's Light, the
Indwelling Adjuster.
The power of My Name is your power,
as you give yourself to the Father-Mother God in joyous
reunion.

Now straighten to the task. Be not wooden in your feelings. Embrace
the light. I come now as full authority of The Christ. I, Sananda, bear
witness to this.
Enter now the world of light. The purpose of My Visit is to show you
the way into the full Body of My Word.

Sananda, Jesus,
My sisters and brothers, I have anointed you with My Covenant and The Planetary Prince for this Earth
given unto you the Golden Flame of Sananda.Use it well. Be one who is Recorded by Crystal
privileged to use My Sananda Light, as God's Work is to be done SEAL OF MELCHIZEDEK
through this Light. As keepers of the Light be not afraid to use it and to
encourage others to decree in My Name.
Your inertia body is waning. I AM betrothed in you and all that
essentially is Mine is yours in My Solar Flame.

The Ingathering and the
Rapture

(SOLAR NEWS Volume 5, Number 3)
Accompany Me now into the Vibration of The Son. I would have you
with Me, beside Me, as a helper within the Christ Body of Light. We now
I, Sananda, have begun to gather up My children and
must function as one Body without hesitation.
My People of Light who are ready to receive Me. Once
Your authority is My authority. We are one. In this vibration of holy these ones are touched by Me, they are changed in a
Grace I AM, we together will take possession of Mother Earth in the twinkling of an eye.
breathing of Light. I, Sananda, speak assuring you that what I say is Those who will be touched have already been given a
true. I have no other hand but yours. I have dependence on you, even as mark on their brow that signifies they are to be lifted.
you have dependence on Me. Is that not one?
They will then return to earth and receive others for
Me as the Rapture begins.
Listen to the Christ within your own heart. And all shall come to pass as Released of the flesh, those who are touched will feel
I speak, for My Word is not in the future, nor does it pertain to the past. their freedom. They will know that I have touched
My Word is NOW. Resurrection is NOW. It is critical you understand them and they will have My power within them as I
this and forget the lost world of duty-bound mortals.
have given it.
It is by My authority that those I have touched will
Therefore, I, Sananda, give you My authority to speak in My Name for come and go. They will teach and they will supply.
the advancement of the human race, the purification of the soul, the They will cover many with My vibrations and heal
healing of the Earth. I AM now with you, as Planetary Resurrection
begins! I shine My light to you that you might be free of burdens.
Continued on page 4
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FIND YOUR VOICE!

STAY WITH YOUR FIRST DECISION

(SOLAR NEWS Volume 2, Number 28)

(THE MASTER’S PAPERS No. 53)

Keep your global consciousness despite the enemy appearances.
THERE IS NO ENEMY IN ME.
Throughout the ages I have sent My Self as Teacher, Avatar, and
even Son of God. I have sent My Self to you that you might be
drawn up out of the maze of politics into the golden light of the true
Christ.

Creative action is determined by your stability in the
idea.

Once you have made up your mind to take action, stay
with it. Your determination ignites the fires of your
creativity and connects the Creative Energy to the
determined goal or outcome. (Once you separate
yourself
from the goal, it is gone, not with you any
We are not separate, you and I; we are one. Yet, that oneness looks
out through a cloud of illusion. What might you do to clear this longer. Stay with the original decision!)
cloud? How best might you serve?
If there is a correction to be made, a change, make
I would call you forth out of Me as a chosen light to bear witness to that change as creatively as the original thought/idea
God's Love and His holy grace. Those who follow the masses, who was conceived. Never waiver. If you suddenly find
drink of the polluted waters of the world, will be taught again of that your first action or goal must be changed to fit a
new pattern, make your change without dropping
Me. They will not ascend, nor can they be Christed.
your first determination. Just shift gears but stay in
Let Me hear My Voice in you. Let your Voice be heard. You have the car!
been called to walk the path of peace, of divine, unconditional love.
Be clothed in the power of God after the Order of Melchizedek. There will be no hesitation then, the Creative Energy
Walk skillfully on earth. Believe no one that speaks of war, the will keep moving.
murder of the innocents or the mass destruction of homes and
villages.
If doubt, confusion or negative thinking is
introduced into the rhythm of creation, you may
The power that Gandhi taught, the power that Martin Luther King hinder the Creative Energy from its ultimate
demonstrated, is My Way. I have no other way but this. I say to expression.You may block your goal.
you, Walk into your enemy's land with peace in your heart. Wear
the armor of light. Give My love to all and change not My ways.
Be strong in your command. Believe in your vision.
And if you have to change direction in midstream, do
I have given you, My disciples, My love that you might carry it into so as powerfully and as deliberately as when your first
all My lands. You are headquartered in Me. I have trusted you with decision was made.
My part. And Lo, I AM with you when you do this.
AnAddedTip
Let Me hear your Voice. Speak with the nature of the Christ.
Overwhelm them with the love of Christ. I have not come to wage If you receive your idea as “inner guidance”or from
war, or to benefit a nation. I have come to reseed My land in Me. the “inner voice” and you decide to follow that
Thirst not for power, nor give your thought to riches. I have come guidance, then take responsibility for your
to set you on your feet. I have come to light the world and to give acceptance and agreement with this guidance. It is
this world a new order of divine love.
yours now. You come to your own power in it.
Therefore, be not one who believes in "man whose breath is in his
nostrils." I have come to demonstrate through you the power of My
No one is telling you what to do, what action to take.
love and the triumph of My government on earth
You are your own person. Let this shine through you
Stand with the enemy and be his friend.
and be powerful in what you are.
I have spoken.
With continued blessings,
Lord Jesus Christ—I AM Sananda
K.H. and Crystal
Recorded by Crystal
Seal Of Melchizedek
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THE GOLDEN AGE

I Have Come

(THE SPECIALS Volume 5, no. 4 )

(Excerpts from THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS Vol. 6,
Number 12)

What I have said, I will do. I will lighten your
load considerably, I will heal you so that you
can walk with me unhindered by the physical
and mental bodies. I will stand with you as the
crucifixion melts from your flesh. I will so give
you my thought that you will know my will. I AM
the Word Incarnate and as the Word, I AM fixed
upon My Father's will and His declaration of
release for the planet Earth.

These Records, which are given through the Order of
Melchizedek, are by consent of Father Melchizedek. They are
breathed upon this planet now at a rate of vibration that you, as
students of the Melchizedek Order, can absorb. These Records
are basic units of cosmic power that are filled with information,
very much like code cylinders. These units of energy act as a
gateway into new life and worlds of illumination.

I will cleanse you to begin your new work with
me. At this time, physical and mental efforts are
to no avail. I AM present as the Wayshower, as
the Planetary Prince of the Earth, and through
my presence is come a golden age.

The

"I AM presence" is the place where your
consciousness meets the Christ and where heaven meets
earth. If you know your self, you know the I AM. You are
present with Me and you have the power to come and
go. You lead, not follow. You listen to the Inner Voice
and take your instructions from that Voice that is, in
Truth, the Lord thy God, your Higher Mind, the Christ in
you. Be still and know that I AM God and receive from
this place of light intended all that you need and require
to fulfill your mission on earth and in the regions of My
love.

If you will walk as I have walked and be as I have
been, all the angels will lift you into a new
embodiment—the Christ Resurrection. Let us
walk together, you and I, as examples of the
truth. And as ones who are willing to walk in
this way, I will touch you and free you from
karmic ties and broken dreams.
Live triumphantly as Saint Germain has taught with the
gift of I AM. You have the power to be all that you wish to
I have come that you might be one with the be, to align with heaven and greet the earth with My
Father. I have come that you might live in joy, in
Presence. You have the power to bestow upon others the
peace. I have come that the Earth might be
radiance
of your Christ Self, your Christ Light.
released from the turmoil of the mortal life.

There is no time left. I AM amongst you as the Decree from you own Higher self, the God within. You
Second Coming of Jesus. I AM Sananda. And I are the sacred center of your own being and you know
AM The One.
your part.
The roll of drums can be heard throughout the
universe. There is much rejoicing as
neighboring planets drink in the Master's
emanation of Great Light. Behold the Light
within yourself! This is the Second
Coming.—Crystal

Leave the mortal. Vibrate into the Christ Consciousness I
AM. From that God Center let the words of the I AM
Presence form. Then decree and your light will shine. All
decrees begin with the I AM, statement of the Presence.
The Devas of Form will respond and they will form that
which is spoken and decreed.

Continued from page 2

The Ingathering and the Rapture
them by My love.
He who is given My authority and walks in My Will will
stabilize others in the Christ dimension. That is My
promise.
My hand now reaches forth and I will touch you as you are
willing. For this time has been created for My entrance and
decree. I have come to bring light to My darkened planet

and I shall not leave until she is a bright sun.
This is My word.
Lord Sananda
Please note that a daily Message from Sananda is
emailed to all who indicate their
interest—Crystal
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LISTEN TO MY VOICE
(THE SPECIALS Volume 4, no. 34)
The inner voice carries My Spirit. And the sound of
your voice in Me is creation.
When I speak in you, I AM and My voice will be heard.
In the Priesthood of Melchizedek, voices are of Me.
They intone My words. Learn to think with My
thoughts, to speak with My voice, to join forces with Me
in every way so that you might rhythmically proclaim
the Order of Melchizedek.

rhythm of your soul, as you contribute as an
energy builder to the creation of a new circuit
of energy that is of this order.
You must guard this energy, precious as it is,
sacred as it is, and never speak one word lest
it be of Me in the holy sounds of the Mother.

Important Notes on Sound

The ascended masters speak only in the
There is misuse of sound; now correct that. Let the G
coordinated sound of the Creator. That's
sound of My voice be heard. All things patterned in one
what we expect from you now.
way can be changed to another by sound, and in this
You can alter creation by the sound of
way do I change My universe and so clothe you in the G
your
words.
new world.
G
And if necessary you can dissolve the
world entirely by the sound.
The minute the sound of My voice proclaims itself, it is
G
No hiding behind hair ribbons and
heard and all matter is subject to it.
tricycles
now.
In the sound of My voice, you alter frequencies, change
G
You
emit
solar energy that will heal the
the patterns of life now existing on this earth. Every
earth and golden spheres can be
particle, molecule, atom can return to the God Center
recreated by your voice.
by the sound.
G
Stand in balance, in harmony as two
poles
in One. Then let the creative power
As you listen to the sound of your own voice speaking
rise to meet the Word. Build of the light.
My words, divine thinking, listen to the pattern of the
sound. Keep in mind the positive and negative. The
poles within must be in perfect harmony to speak the Hear the Divine Voice of Be-ing within you,
word of God as spiritual sound. This is the voice of a and create out of yourself the light world by
master revealing itself to you as you learn to speak to your Voice. Your Voice is the creative energy
the particles and atoms, rearrange them, the vocalized. God voices His-Her Will through
molecular structure, by the sound of your voice, by the your throat chakra (center). It is when you
perfect agreement of the poles within as they play upon are in positive ascendance at one with My
My creative power and redistribute energy.
Will that My creation is formed.
What have you done with My sound, oh My people? All the training before is in preparation for
Bring it forth from the temple of God after the Order of this. God's world is to be built by you. Take
Melchizedek. Sound makes of itself stones and bricks up the command post I have set you upon.
and mortar. Sound is God building and realizing
perfect perfection in every particle of energy.
Place My sound as you would seed the earth
and know that that which is given will come
Seek My inner counsel. Look to Me as your heart- forth.
mind. Then speak My words through you as the God
would speak them in perfect harmony as sound, and Now I'm giving back to you what was taken
realize the force is met with agreement and delight as from you. Guard it well. And know that these
angels build with you a new world order of My Son.
words are for initiates only. You are not
bound, but free. My Spirit hovers to be
Sacred sound is now your task, so be about the known.
Father's business of vibrating out of yourself harmony,
peace and joy in the God Center of your being. Keep the God created by sound. And so will you.
sound in perfect harmony with Me as it floats out of
you to change the earth and heavens too.
—Crystal
Try now to be aware of the sound of your voice and the
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The Emergence of the Christ Within
(THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS Vol. 7, Number 3)

Now shadows fall upon the earth as the Creator Son emerges and begins

Be conditioned no longer by those who seek wars to resolve
conflicts. Take no land for your own. Listen to the Christ Within,
and you will find positive energy to guide you.
God's restoration of this planet depends on you, as well as others
like yourself. Messengers of Light, return to the Center where
God is Love, a Mighty Sun, a Creator Son, who is now moving
toward the earth even as you read.
Demonstrate the Love of God as Easter comes.

His walk.
And now from the Mouth of the Creator is the Sound, the immaculate
Sound of all creation as One.
Be not fearful of the events to come. You are protected and given Life
through the Magisterial Son and Office of the Christ. Will you accept this
Life of the Christ within you? Will you take up your divine Sonship and
begin your journey as a full initiate in the Order of Melchizedek? You have
come to do a great work upon this earth and have been given a sacred
embodiment to fulfill your destiny. But you are to work with others as one
The Eternal Flame and Solar Light
body, a unit of Creator Potential. Once you have grasped this and are The Christ Within you is connected to the Eternal Flame. It is this
willing to become a Solar Son in partnership with Michael Sananda, the connection which is to be ignited and brought forth as a Solar
way will open and you will find your path with others much like yourself.
Unit. We are in a time period of collective unity. The Master
divinely inspired this when He called on all to follow Him. This was
The Light is blazing within your heart chakra. That Light is your own the centering process for the Crystal Flame of All-Being. He,
Being as the God Center you are. Behold this Light! Let the Christ come Jesus, as the Creator Son, was calling into manifestation the Christ
through and express as your Solar Self—the Son/Sun. Begin!
Light of the Solar Son.
The spiritual fire, or energy within your heart chakra, contains an
element of the Eternal Flame, the Christ Flame of the Universe.
Rise and Be Counted
Those who I have commissioned to be with Me are feeling the Christ within And it is here in your heart that you must go to reclaim your
as the creation of the circuit of New Life. This Christ Within is struggling destiny. Anchored within your heart is the Solar Universe—Its
to be known. It is this that can cause discomfort and even fear. Those who Christ Light so bright that even the angels must shade their eyes.
have been experiencing this fear know of what I am speaking. This is the Go there.
I have suns who have not been lit.
fear lodged within the reptilian brain. When you are governed by animal
fear, the heart-mind and the frontal lobes of the brain will not be active.
I have hearts that do not know love.
This is a pitiful sight to see—when God's beautiful creation, Man, These are likened to empty universes waiting to be
subjugates himself to a lower, tribal feeling that masks his radiance and
filled.
confuses his fire. Do not succumb to this fear. I bestow upon your Self—the
The heart center is the passageway into the Kingdom
Christ Within—the divine powers of the gods.
There is no place for fear in divine love. Rise to the secrets of Divine Love,
the mighty power of the gods. When Earth was shaped, she was shaped in
Love. And those who have come to Earth to serve in this Christed Hour
should remember to love without condition and radiate this love, as I did
when upon this earth. Be the embodiment of Love. That will change the
earth. She will graduate to the spheres of Christ dominion. Awaken, My
children, to love!
If you will embody this Love for Me, you will be the Christ and all the
heavens will obey you.
Take no enemy. Your present governments teach hatred and seek to make
you afraid. They declare who is an enemy and who is not. When you love in
the manner that Jesus did, you are in complete harmony with nature and
you will not take an enemy. There are no enemies in the Father-Mother's
love for creation. To embody this kind of love takes courage. There are few
who will agree with you at this present time. Be strong and I will send
others to you of the same liking.

of God.
And Unconditional Love is the merkabah that
carries
you to the field of My original Intent.
Be ye restored, My creation!
I have joined you that this might be.

Reclaim Your Birthright
The following was first written in a recent Solar Chart and then
included in the book Changing Form and Living in the Light. I feel it
is so important and vital to our understanding as conscious beings
of Light that I add it here.

Let God become your Be-ing. Spend moments in
Continued on page 7
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Continued from page 6

The Emergence of the Christ Within

Hear My Voice

(SOLAR NEWS Volume 3, Number 32 )
becoming fully aware of God expression through you as Be-ing. You
Perhaps the strongest and clearest voice we have heard in the past week
may not at first feel the flow of divine energy within, but as you
and months is the voice of Nelson Mandela. Listen to this voice for it is
acknowledge that energy program it will actualize for you as immortal
My own. It is the voice of Truth that dares to speak among men.
life in expression now. This program, entering the planet as the New
Nelson Mandela has been tested for this moment. He is speaking in
Reality, will become far more familiar to you as you practice letting the
alignment with the Christ Self and has the courage to permit that Self
divine energy move through you as the Blood of Jesus, the Vital force of
to cry out "Enough!"
the Master.
Note that as I began to write this edition of The Solar News, I was
surprised at what came forth. Because I have had over thirty-five years of
Within these few sentences is a creation of a new circuit of energy, a
training, some most taxing and trying, I know the Inner Voice and my
field of divinity, which you are entitled to claim. Meditate on these
alignment with Christ Sananda. And so I give you this message now.
words. As you do so, you will experience remembrance. Reclaim your
Truth is often uncomfortable. Words can hurt; they can split the atom,
position in Me and light the Earth with your God presence.
but in doing so, a new world may vibrate forth and a new humanity born
I have need of you. And if you are willing, we are One.
of love.
Angels at Your Side
The grand model for me and for many is Lord Jesus. And he was very
The higher frequencies offer angelic companions and partners in direct specific in his instructions. Blessed are the peacemakers…Turn the other
manifestation and healing work. Much of the environmental cheek…Fear not, it is I …Take no enemy…Love your neighbor as
degradation can be corrected as you align with the higher energies of yourself…Forgive and ask forgiveness of others…The Father within
the Angelic and Deva communities. Those who are unfamiliar with the does the work…Seek and you shall find…Resolve your argument before
immense possibilities and potential of a union and communion with going to court…
the invisible workers can find much information through the The greater discipline of unconditional, nonjudgmental love is the
University (see Angels in Waiting*).
Master's call. Who will follow My call, he asks. The call is not always
Include the angels in your thoughts and in consideration, for angels comfortable to bear but it is the way to freedom. Freedom is not won nor
like harmony, beautiful music and joy. Most of all, the angels are here is it preserved by conflict, by taking up the sword, or by bombs and the
on Earth to assist in the new creation and the transition for our planet. killing of precious lives.
Lift your thoughts and your feelings of praise and gratitude to the Govern with compassion and love and hurt not another.
angelic frequency where all are one. This is the place where miracles can Therefore there can be no bombing in the Law of One.
happen and often do!
The full power of My Being rests in Divine Love. I AM ready.
Earth cannot be saved or rebuilt unless the angelic kingdom and the
beach. It was quite beautifully treed and had a lovely
"little people" work with you on this assignment. Remember that
creek
running through the northern part of the town. One
you are in partnership with all life on this planet. There is a degree
late
afternoon
I arrived from Maleny to find that the
of partnership you are learning as you begin your walk in solar
residents of the hostel where my mother lived, in
fields of divine life.
Nambour, were all at the evening meal, so I decided I
Give your thoughts back to God, so that God can think divine life and would just drive around to see if I might find likely houses
behold His creation as His own Be-ing: the total Son. Let the past be with "for sale" signs while I waited for her to return to her
gone. It has no part in Me. I AM That I AM after the order of room.
Melchizedek.
Not knowing where I was going, but following my
*
Written by the angels themselves, Angels in Waiting is available from intuition I travelled up and down quite a few streets until I
the University. Cost: US$35 plus postage for spiral-bound book, 88 passed by the local hospital above the town. Following
p ag e s, 8 - 1 / 2 " x 1 1 " w i t h s o m e c ol o r p h o t o s. S e e on from there I turned into a terraced street and thence
http://www.melchizedeklearning.com/coange.html for additional into Webster Road. As I began my descent, from within
Inner Voice sounded clear. "Look for the white house." I
information and a selection from the book.
looked up and there in front of my eyes was the white
house with a for sale sign outside. The whole exercise
took about 15 minutes. And I knew, whatever its
A TESTIMONIAL
condition, that this was the house allotted to me for this
It has been a perfect choice. Thankyou
I was selling my house in Maleny, Queensland, time.
Australia and preparing to relocate to Nambour, a Father/Mother.
small but pretty hinterland town about 18 klms from the Nancy, Australia.
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TESTIMONIALS
I received a frantic phone call from my ex-wife yesterday. She was overly distressed.
She told me I had to get into my car and drive the hour to her house, pick up our
daughter who was “making trouble” amongst her friends and their parents in the
neighborhood, and bring her to live with me for a while until we could figure out
what was going on. Immediately I aligned with the Inner Voice while listening to her
crying on the other end of the phone. I was clear I had to make the trip, but not to get
my daughter….there was something else.
Within 10 minutes I was in the car asking why I was going and what I should do. The
thought came,“You are on assignment”and that was all. As I drove the hour I stayed
aligned and alternated between asking again and again, being still and listening.
Ten minutes from their house I found myself pulling the car over into an empty
parking lot and reaching for my notebook as the energy increased. Then I wrote the
following.“You will mediate a community building session and negotiate a cease fire.
You will begin by setting the guidelines including: only the person holding the eagle
feather could speak; no interrupting, no blame, no leaving the circle. First gather all
the people involved, get their opening statements, outcomes and common ground.
Then, pass the feather around the circle and each one will respond. Next you will
mediate the responses, looking for the common ground, negotiate, reach
compromise, set and get agreements.”I pulled back onto the road and continued the
short distance to the house.
Upon arrival my ex ran out, scurried me off and we sat out in the yard as she explained
what she saw was going on. I asked a lot of questions, we talked and explored ideas,
strategies and options. It was clear to me something more was going on, that it was
emotional, fear based and not in recognition of the Light. I held the space and kept
checking in.
The next 7 hours passed very quickly, in slow motion as I watched time stand still. The
thought kept coming, ”Just be with whatever shows up.”As I bore witness to God In
Action, all the involved parties, about 10 in all, came and went, in and out of the
informal backyard circle all afternoon and into the evening. Unlike how I had
thought it would happen, they just kept appearing and returning to their homes,
chatting with one another along their ways, talking on their cell phones, returning in
different pairs and groups, nothing I could have orchestrated. It was perfect.
For 7 hours I sat as they came and went. There were conversations, breakthroughs,
understandings, emotional healings, tears, a couple of freak outs and finally hugs
and agreements. Someone brought me a plate of food and I sat eating, talking with
my ex-wife and my beloved daughter. We laughed. It was not like my ex had thought it
was, it was nothing. My daughter stayed at home. She played one last game with her
friends in the street as it got cold….and slept comfortably in her own bed. It was
nothing.
GMK
Florida, USA

Hi Crystal,
I have 2 very recent experiences I would like to
share:
1st: Just 2 days ago I was feeling very flat. Tried
to think of things I could do to change this
feeling, but nothing, absolutely nothing,
appealed. As I began to feel even lower I sat and
tried to meditate, but nothing happened.
Feeling even worse I just began to cry and said to
myself 'What is this all about?' Then I heard the
Inner Voice: 'Go empty to be filled'. At this the
tears flowed even more, but this time in
gratitude. I was then aware of a strong, loving
energy flowing through me. It was definitely
divine! I felt so uplifted, so connected. Nothing
else mattered any more.
I didn't need to 'do' anything. This energy stayed
throughout the day and the night.
2nd: The following morning, feeling so full of
Light, I was aware of the Inner Voice but this
time in a different way. I was aware of a few bars
of a song which I had to play over several times in
my mind until I became aware of the title - 'Lady
Madonna'. The Mother Energy. I sat in
meditation and was filled again by such a
beautiful energy and this, too, has lasted. Later
that day I was prompted to read a book, but not
sure which one. Went through several of them
until I came to The one. The title? It was the
University's publication 'Entrance of the
Mother Spirit and the Creative Power'! Such
synchronicity, such guidance. I felt so happy, so
grateful. I could only manage a few pages at a
time as the energy was almost overwhelming at
times but I am still persisting. I pray that these
few lines may help and/or encourage others on
their Journey.
With much love, abundance and gratitude to you
and all the Masters and the University of
Melchizedek.
Val, Australia
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FURTHER STUDIES

TESTIMONIALS
For the last 40 years I have been conscious of the
unseen protectors (angels) and how they have
guided my life. When I moved into my home eight
years ago, Archangel Michael's picture (drawn by
hand) was nestled in the corner of the cottage closet
(2nd building on the property).
This was an
affirmation to me that Michael was the angel that
brought forth the purchase of my very first house.
At the time I saw my house it was in escrow but I
said I wanted to be on the list in case it fell through.
It did, and since then the property has been my
easel as I have landscaped and returned it to its
original beauty.
The town Paradise is at the
foothills of 2000 ft and has many wild forest
animals that entertain my day.
All through my life by staying daily in an attitude of
gratitude my needs have always been met and then
some. Recently I found winter boots on sale at
70% off…these are things I am thankful for as I am
led daily to the perfect place for all my various
needs.
I have also used personal astrology to give a
forecast on things to come and in earlier days to
show my weakness and strong points. Staying
aware of yourself and your surroundings can be
magical and exciting. When my mate moved on,
the “touch lamp” in the living room would come on
at odd hours of the night and still does. This is
comforting as I know Michael is with me and I feel
the warmth of Love.
Carolyn
California, USA

LISTENING TO THE INNER VOICE (CD/MP3 format)
Part 2 of the instructions on the gathering of light and the
processing out of the old, dense material world.
Intelligent energy when united with the Sun actualizes the
new form of light. 60 min.
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?catego
ryId=25&productId=189
ANGELS AND THE INNER VOICE (MP3/CD format)
As we are now drawn into a much deeper connection
with the Angelic Kingdom, we are asked to become
aware of this connection and to exercise our angelic
faculties, "We are designated as a creator planet."
Fusion with the Inner Voice lifts humanity into a world of
light, the Christ Mind. Much information on the
importance of the Inner Voice alignment. 60 min.
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?categor
yId=28&productId=297

WRITING WITH THE INNER VOICE (book format)
Learn how to access Divine Intuition and express it from your GodSelf. There is a
degree of intuition called the Inner Voice that vibrates as your higher
consciousness, deeper awareness and Christ Mind. Patricia Jepsen will
personally guide you into your alignment with the Inner Voice by alignment and
writing exercises. These lessons will help you to interpret your own dreams,
access your soul record and recall your meetings with the Master. The living Spirit
of God lives within you. Access this Mind. Also, if you have been "channeling" and
now want to move to a higher degree of personal responsibility and GodSelf
alignment, these lessons are recommended. (Dimensions 11"x.6"x8.5")
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?categoryId=2&productId=587
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This is an important time to be headlining and featuring as our theme
the Inner Voice. The new president of the United States has been
quoted that he listens to his inner voice in this selection from this
article about The Spiritual Dimensions of Obama's Leadership
by Gordon Davidson and Corinne McLaughlin
(November 2008)

Spiritually advanced leaders like Obama follow an inner,
spiritual compass and they lead from the inside out. Obama has
been very open about his inner spiritual life, as quoted in a
remarkable 2004 interview with the Chicago Sun-Times before
he was elected Senator. He told the interviewer, "The biggest
challenge, I think, is always maintaining your moral compass.
Those are the conversations I'm having internally. I'm measuring
my actions against that inner voice that for me is audible, is
active. It tells me where I think I'm on track and where I'm off
track."He continually asks himself, "How does this connect with
a larger sense of purpose?"
He also said in the interview, "The most powerful political
moments for me come when I feel like my actions are aligned with
a certain truth. I can feel it. When I'm talking to a group and I'm
saying something truthful, I can feel a power that comes out of
those statements that is different than when I'm just being glib or
clever.”

World Mother Scripts (Vol. 3: 74)
Listen to the still small voice. You will hear the voice of your own higher
self speaking and guiding you. Listen. For there is much to learn and
much to remember. You have knowledge that will help the Earth in her
transition and help the human beings as they ascend. Your power to listen
could save lives as well as your own. Hear the Voice within for it will guide
you swiftly to your mark.
January 19, 2009

A Message from Sananda (Vol. 3:45 )
I have been asked to reprint the following message given when I
first moved to Mt. Shasta. After reading it, the new message
follows. —Crystal

Star Children, Come

(Vol. 2: 45)

This time you will find the Light, not only in your heart, but
within the whole planet. She is to become a star of Supreme
radiance that will echo far and near the Truth of Being—that all
is of God and Harmony of Spirit. We will transfer you into a
higher realm of Light where you and the Planet will serve as one.
Believe on this. It is true, my brothers and sisters. This IS the
Second Coming and I AM the One sent.
Sever all connections to the old world. It is fastly disappearing.
Behold the Light! And join with others like yourself to form a
New World Community. For now is the Time of Transformation.
May 4, 2008
Focus on the NOW, not on what will be. In living in the Light
World now you will actualize it and bring it into alignment with
the Earth and her people. The following is a command that may
be said many times a day for the next few months: Be at peace My
creation. All is well.
I stand in the new World of Light.
I stand with Christ as the fullness of my being.
I breathe the breath of the New World.
I AM covered with greatness, empowered by the Holy Spirit,
and blessed with radiant health and abundance.
I AM the Sun awakening the planet.
I AM the Light within my heart.
I AM that I AM!
In peace and power I reign supreme, the Christ returned to
Earth..

The Temple of Sananda (Vol. 1: 1)
A Proclamation

The World Mother Scripts are inspired by the love and devotion of the
Mother of Christ who watches over us all as we become the Light of the
World, the Salt of the Earth, the presence of our own Divinity.
T hese daily Scripts can be subscribed to by emailing
patriciajepsen@earthlink.net. Suggested donation is $12 monthly. If
you have not subscribed, please contact the University if you would like to
continue receiving these Scripts.
E-mail: patriciajepsen@earthlink.net

The Holy Spheres of Light are officially turned on. My Temple
has been fixed on Earth, and Earth is now in My hands. I AM The
Solar Son and your Planetary Prince. We are not separate, you
and I. We are officially One, a City of Light has been restored
living as one body within the Christos System of governance.
I AM Sananda
January 16, 2009
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